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1.0 SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 

The objective of this study was to examine: 

o the operations required for the M-SAT 

demonstration satellite mission from arrival at 
the launch-site to on-station location; 

o the procedures, facilities and personnel 

requirements to control the satellite and to 

perform required spacecraft subsystem and 

communications payload tests until end-of-life; 

o the system availability, including redundancy 
requirements and sparing philosophy. 

The estimated cost of these elements of the project were 

included, together with identification of critical development 

items. 

This study considered two possible spacecraft bus designs (the 

ESA L-SAT and the RCA augmented SATCOM) and two possible launch 

vehicles (Ariane III and STS). 
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2.0 PRE-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES 

LAUNCH WINDOW PREPARATION 

Launch window studies were performed for the following three 

spacecraft/space vehicle missions: 

1) ESA L-SAT with Ariane III launch; 

2) ESA L-SAT with STS/SPM launch; 

3) RCA SATCOM with STS/SPM launch. 

For each case, graphic presentation of the injection windows 

through the projected year of launch, 1987, are included in the 

report. 

For the L-SAT mission scenario, the power and thermal 

requirements are met after the three-axis acquisition (a few 

hours from injection), regardless of the injection time. 

However, because of the sensor location on the spacecraft, only 

a local midnight injection window is possible. Also, it is 

assumed that the earth lock and gyro calibration events are to 

occur near apogee (within approximately three hours). Because 

of this restriction, the shadow duration will also be less than 

30 minutes. 
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The injection window analyses for the L-SAT bus launched with 
the Ariane indicates a minimum 4„5_hour window throughout the 
year. If launched with SISLUM, there are two possible 

launch/injection cases due to the local midnight injection 

window restriction: 

1) midnight_STS launch with a .descending node 
injection; 

2) noon STS launch with an ascending nOde injection. 

For this mission, the sun_angle constraint, imposed for thermal_ 
reasons, is in the range 65° to 115°, in the injection 

attitude. The analyses result in a minimum_faur_hour_window 
throgeout theyear_for each of the two cases listed. 

For an RCA SATCOM bus launched with STS/SPM, both the injection 

and apogee motor firing sun angle is constrained due to power 

and thermal reasons. Because of attitude determination 

requirements, the sun is not—allowed in the earth sensors field 

of view. A minimum launch window of two hours per day exists, 
throughout, the_year. 

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN 

Sequence of Operations  

It is not possible to generate an accurate time-phased sequence 

of events for the proposed M-SAT demonstration spacecraft in 
this phase of the program. In generating a schedule for a 

launch campaign, it must be considered that RF payload 

experiments final testing at the launch site will be 

qualitative rather than quantitative, in order to achieve 

acceptable test durations. 
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The following spacecraft integration and test activities are 

common to both launch sites: 

Launch Site Activities and Facilities 

Fi 

1 
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• 0 some calibration facilities for electrical 

equipment and proof loading of handling equipment 

may be necessary; 

o the possibility of having encrution and 
decryption units on some of the military payloads 

would necessitate higher levels of security - this 
should be addressed in the next phase of the 

program; 

o the large number of deployable items, and their 

associated mechanisms, included in the baseline 

design, is seen as one of the most problematic 

items in the launch campaign. There should be 

separate studies on how each of the deployable 

items can be tested,  either before launch site 
activities, or at the launch site without .bus. If 

suitable parallel testing of mechanisms cannot be 

arranged, then a longer launch campaign should be 

negotiated; 

o final alignments during system performance tests 

may require some contractor-supplied equipment as 

well as standard launch site facilities; 
7 

/- à 

o depending on  mission requirements, it may be 

necessary to check or perform balancing of the 

spacecraft. A spin can of some description would 

be necessary to ensure accuracy of results; this 

would have to be supplied by the contractor. 



Customer  Activities 

Telesat, operating as a customer organization, would normally 

monitor all launch site activities associated with the 

integration and test of the spacecraft and the assembly of the 

launch vehicle. Costs enumerated in section 9.0 do not include 

(but should be considered): 

communications links between launch-related 

facilities; 

manpower and associated travel and subsistence 

costs for monitoring launch activities; 

- overtime and shift premiums, which may be 

necessary. 

In order to perform these activities, it would be a 

pre-requisite that Telesat personnel be involved directly in 

the spacecraft program during the preceding phases, in order to 

be fully conversant with all design aspects of both spacecraft 

and launcher. 
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3.0 MISSION SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

In general, a geostationary satellite mission may be broken 

into several phases, as follows: 

- launch; 

- parking orbit; 

- transfer orbit; 

- drift orbit; 

- pre-operational checkout and performance 

verification; 

II - operation. 

Four mission scenarios were studied in detail. The first 

involved the use of the Ariane III launch vehicle, while the 

remaining three considered the use of the STS with high thrust 1 . 
perigee motor  (lus). In all cases, a tracking station network 

ell -Composed of the ESA 5-band stations and one Canadian station 

î 111 was assumed. For the purpose of this study, the Canadian 

station was located at Allan Park, Ontario. However, similar, 

1 II 
if not identical, results would be obtained using a station 

located up to 1900 _km away, say at Pttawa or North_Bay. This 

II 

tracking network provides more than adequate telemetry and 

tracking coverage. However, assuming adequate ground station 

reliability, a smaller number of stations would provide the 

I I needed coverage at reduced cost. 

I 
Ii 



In the Ariane-based scenario, the liquid apogee motor is fired 

at the_seventh apogee, near its final station, with the <ninth 

as the backup opportunity. Initial  array_deployment activities 

are commanded by the Maline station, with Carnarvon providing 

a backup capability. The activities to be carried out between 

initial acquisition and apogee motor firing are those 
associated with orbit determination, spacecraft health 

monitoring and attitude sensor calibration. Maneuvers are 

executed as required to provide gyro calibration and to 

maintain benign attitudes throughout this period. Following 

the succesful firing of the apogee motor, as the spacecraft 

drifts to its final station, earth and sun acquisition is 

accomplished. The communications reflectors are deployed, 

placing the spacecraft in its on-station configuration. 

Following completion of performance testing, the spacecraft is 

placed in service. 

The STS mission is largely identical to that defined for the 

Ariane. However, because the STS remains in parking orbit for 

up to several days, the point of injection into transfer orbit 

becomes a free parameter to be chosen by mission planners. For 
----------..»--- 1 Y 4; L the first  STg_scenario, an injection point identical to that of 

(y)  „ the Ariane mission was chosen. Seventh apogee is prime for 

apogee motor firing, with ninth apogee as backup. For the 

second and third STS senarios, it was decided to make Allan . 
Park the Zirst..--T-T&Ç station to acquire the spacecraft. An 

--4.n.j.ection longitude of 150 degrees was chosen, in order to 

fulfill this requirement. For the second scenario, six,tial, 
apogee is prime for apogee motor firing, with eieth_as a 

backup opportunity. Since the duration of the apogee mototp  

firing maneuver is approximately_twice as long as for the 

Ariane case, the maneuver was broken into two parts, with the 

first occurring at third apogee and the second at seventh. 

■•■■■ •I•P 8 
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As the mission scenarios were being developed, several areas 

were identified that required further study, either because 
insufficient information was available or because the level of 
detail required was considered to be beyond the scope of a 
Phase A study. These include: 
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optimization of transfer orbit 

parameters; 

- LAE maneuver; 

- drag effects at perigee; 

- injection opportunities for the STS mission. 

- selection and 
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4.0 IN-ORBIT TESTING 

OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of the initial in-orbit testing of a 

communications satellite are basically three-fold: 

a) to determine whether the satellite has suffered 

any significant damage or degradation as a result 

of the launch process and is therefore capable of 

meeting its communication performance requirements; 

b) to measure those performance characteristics which 

cannot readily be measured on the ground, such as 

attitude control system performance; 

C)  to provide a performance baseline against which 

future measurements can be compared. 

The primary objectives of on-going testing through the lifetime 

of the satellite are two-fold: 

d) to ensure that the current and projected 

performance of the satellite can meet its 

communications requirements and that the supplier 

is eligible to receive incentive payments, if 

appropriate; 

e) to obtain engineering information as a means of 

improving the design of future satellites in areas 

where sub-standard or non-optimized performance is 

detected. 



In practice, objective (a) usually has been found to be met and 

objective (d) is probably of less importance in a semi-

experimental program such as M-SAT. The most important 

objectives will be (b), (c), and (e) so that the commercial 

version of M-SAT will be fully optimized for the most 

cost-effective design life and performance. 

TEST PHILOSOPHY 

It is clearly impractical to perform in-orbit tests with the 

same thoroughness and detail as those performed on the 

spacecraft during its manufacture and pre-launch phases. Unit 

performance can often only be assessed by inference. Tests 

cannot be made over a wide temperature range but only at the 

temperature existing in the satellite at the time. Some 

variation is possible, by adding or removing thermal loads, but 

little point is seen in trying to repeat temperature 

characterizations of performance already performed on the 

ground. Emphasis should be given in the design of the 

spacecraft to provide sufficient temperature information via 

telemetry to enable the in-orbit test results to be correlated 

with expected performance at the temperatures involved. 

The test philosophy recommended and generally followed by 

Telesat is to check out and  characterize all  basic functions, 

( including redundancy, to the extent practicable and to qualify 

by direct measurement selected significant RF characteristics. 

Quantitative measurements are repeated from time to time to 

characterize degradation processes. The frequency of such 

measurements will depend on the rate of degradation. Any 

anomalous behaviour will obviously receive very close 

attention. 



Although the basic test principles should apply as much to 

M-SAT as to normal commercial programs, clearly there will be a 

requirement for far more detailed testing on the experimental 

model. Certain characteristics, such as passive 

intermodulation distortion, which cannot be completely measured 

in ground tests, will require careful investigation. In 

commercial operations, the emphasis is usually to minimize test 

time to meet early service commitment dates. It is anticipated 

that in the case of the first M-SAT I  such considerations would 

take a lower priority. 

Two basic methods are used for testing the satellite: 

a) use of the normal command functions to change 

satellite status and monitor the corresponding 

changes in the appropriate telemetry outputs; 

h) direct measurements at RF. 

Typical of (a) are functional tests, tests of the attitude 

control system and power system tests. Typical of (b) are 

transponder tests, and command receiver sensitivity, telemetry 

EIRP and frequency measurements. 

SCHEDULE OF TESTS 

Tests recommended in the report are summarized in Table 4.1. A 

detailed test plan for Anik B, typical of a SATCOM bus, is 

appended to the report. In the case of the L-SAT bus, however, 

it is considered„premature to provide an in-depth program for 

the bus  tests, as the spacecraft design is still in the process, 

of development. Telesat normally would develop the detailed 

test planning well downstream of the start of a program, after 

the comp etion of all major spacecraft design reviews. The 

test recommendations for L-SAT are therefore somewhat more 



TABLE 4.1 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED SATELLITE IN-ORBIT 
PRE-OPERATIONAL TESTS 

In In In 
Test Transfer Drift Final 

Orbit Orbit Position  

Command link Verification X 

Command threshold X X 

Command functions* X X X 

TM transmitter frequency 
stability X X 

TM EIRP and stability X X 

TM transmitter modulation 
index X 

TM modes* X X X 

AOCS sensors 

Automatic reconfigure mode X 

Reaction wheel 
characterization X 

CEU Processor check X 

Solar Array drive modes 
redundancy j X 

.--• il 

Stability in normal mode X X 
À 

Stability in stationkeeping 
mode X 

Reaction wheel desatura'tion X 

Effects of solar torques X 

AOCS redundancy** X X 

RC Thruster calibration X X 

*Mostly performed during operations and other tests 
**Mostly performed during other tests 



TABLE 4.1 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED SATELLITE IN-ORBIT 
PRE-OPERATIONAL TESTS (Continued) 

In In •In 
Test Transfer Drift Final 

Orbit Orbit Position  

RC Thruster redundancy X 

Plume impingement X 

Solar Array output X 

Battery parameters X 

Battery charge control 
function X 
redundancy X 

Bus voltage regulation X 

Battery discharge control 
function X 
redundancy X 

Supply of AC power 
function X 
redundancy X 

Heater control 
function X 
redundancy X 

Satellite temperatures ,-J e- X X X 
4c,V 

Flux density and EIRP ‘,) X X 

Swept frequency response X 

Translation frequency X 

Intermodulation X 

Spurious search X 

Antenna pattern measurements X X 

NOTE: Any or all power S/S tests 
can be done in final position 
if lacking available testing 
time in drift orbit. 
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generalized, particularly in areas such as the attitude control 

and power subsystems, where present information is 

insufficient. 

• In the case of transponder testing, the details of the 

configurations to be finally adopted are somewhat fluid, but 

the basic principles have been identified. Whatever the final 

configuration, the basic measurements will be the same: flux 

density versus EIRP, translation frequency, frequency response, 

intermodulation distortion, spurious response and antenna 

patterns. 

Little or no emphasis is given to the effects of encryption 

devices in the command and telemetry systems for security 

purposes. Their performance will appear as a side-effect on 

the results of the command and telemetry functional tests. 

MAJOR COST FACTORS 

From the manpower point of view, usually two dedicated 

engineers (one for the full length of the program) supported by 
program staff as necessary, has been found to be sufficient 

staffing for the in-orbit testing. Additional effort would be 

needed for the actual checkout phase itself, including 
technicians. The second engineer would plan and supervise the 

, -- 
RF tests. 

The major capital cost impact will be in the equipping of a 

suitable RF test facility. While much of the RF equipment can 

be used in more than one frequency band, there will be a need 
for a multiplicity of antennas to handle the various 

frequencies. To be meaningful, a high standard of calibration 

is necessary. Computer control of the equipment is highly 

recommended, both to increase the capability and to reduce 

human errors. Hence, a cost of the order of $1.0 M for a 

- 16 - 



facility built in-house should be allowed. A more exact 
estimate can be made when the final frequency allocations have 

been determined so that a more detailed design can be developed. 

In the event that the final concept reduces to a straight-
forward UHF system, without the military packages, significant 
cost savings will result, since one of the main communication 

stations  can be designed to dotli-j-as a test facility. With 
_ 

the multiband military package, however, it would be generally 

impractical to,make use of the military installations to 

perform the testing in a timely manner to the required accuracy. 

SPACECRAFT DESIGN FACTORS 

Although most aspects of spacecraft design are usually 

inherently suitable also for test purposes, there is one area 
of concern, namely the amount of  pitch control on the L-SAT 0 /) 
bus. It is highly recommended that sufficient pitch control be 
included to allow for checkout of the antenna_patterns, 

particularly those of the western spot beams. To attempt to 

measure these by measurement at various ground locations is 

logistically extremely difficult and costly. Also, accuracy 

will inevitably suffer, as compared to making all measurements 

from a standardized central facility. Not enough is known 
about the L-SAT design to determine the impact of greater pitch 

control, but it is suspected that a broadening of the control 

range should not be a major problem, as scanning earth sensors 

currently in use in Anik B cover a range of + 5°. 

Another area to be noted is the inclusion of the ability to 

inhibit ALC in the transponder, for test purposes, and the , 

provision of a power output monitor on each output  amplifier. 

'7  
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5.0 STATIONKEEPING OPERATIONS 

In order to determine and control the orbit and attitude 

dynamics of the satellite in a fuel-efficient and timely 

manner, the satellite control system must be supported by 

sophisticated and accurate stationkeeping software. The list 

of day-to-day tasks also includes predictions of a wide range 

of information, such as tracking data, eclipse periods, 

proximity to other satellites, and sun/moon interference in the _ 
attitude sensors. 

The development of this system will require the definition of 

the orbit and attitude control objectives to match the 

performance criteria of the satellite and ground system. From 

these objectives, feasible stationkeeping strategies can be 

proposed. These studies will lead to the accuracy requirements 

and preferred location(s) of the TT&C station(s). Thus, the 

stationkeeping-software will require specification of the 

following basic characteristics: 

- satellite dynamics and observation models; 

- satellite state parameters to be estimated; 

- maneuver strategies; 

9 

- data volumes to be processed; 

- computation precision and speed. 

An error analysis in the form of a detailed simulation must be 

performed to assess the tracking requirements to successfully 

stationkeep the proposed M-SAT satellite. 



The large orbit perturbations expected from thruster firing by 

the L-SAT bus for wheel desaturation, plume impingement and 

solar radiation pressure, will put excessive strain on the 

state estimation process. Based on its own operational 

experience, Telesat recommends the use of a real-time Kalman 
filter for estimation of orbit state parameters, with range 

measurements from two widely separated (in longitude) tracking 

stations. This system has proven its capability to quickly 

assess unknown maneuver components, to improve the overall data _ _ 
quality by real-time monitoring of any excessive range error, 

and to give early warning of possible violation of 

stationkeeping limits. 

The real-time function of the Kalman filter satellite state 

estimator is integrated with the off-line stationkeeping 
functions such as weighted least squares estimation of 

satellite dynamics, ephemeris generation, eclipse prediction, 

and planning and evaluation of satellite maneuvers. This 

software capability is extended to the transfer orbit phase 

with such functions as: launch window analysis, apogee burn 

planning, and station acquisition preparation. In addition, 

there exists a real-time mission simulator capable of _ , 
introducing noised telemetry, attitude sensor and tracking data _ 
into the data acquisition system in response to simulated 

mission activities (apogee burn, thruster maneuvers and perigee 

drag). This program, coupled with a telemetry.  and command 

stMulator, is used to exercise the satellite control system in _ 
a realistic manner. 

- 20 - 



6.0 SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITIES 

A complete satellite control system required to control one or 
more satellites from launch to end-of-life will include: 

- the Satellite Control Centre (SCC), from which all 

space segment operations are controlled; 

- the Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) station; 

- the backup or supplementary TT&C facility; 

- the remote ranging station, if necessary; 

- the real-time computer network to operate the 
Ground Control Equipment (GCE); 

- the mission software system and associated data 

processing computers required for transfer and 

geostationary orbit control; 

- the Eastern Hemisphere Tracking Station during 

transfer orbit (EHTS). 

In many operational systems, facilities to test the 

communications performance of the satellite are included in the 

TT&C system. 



TT&C Facilities 

System definition for an M-SAT TT&C system must include 

specification of the following design parameters: 

- performance requirements for the RF subsystem; 

- locations and tracking capabilities of the TT&C 

station(s); 

- satellite commanding mode (manual versus computer 

control); 

- satellite health and status monitoring methods; 

- computer system characteristics (including 

performance requirements for the control of 

satellite TT&C functions, and for the storage and 

retrieval of real-time data); 

- basic transfer orbit and stationkeeping software 

requirements; 

- stationkeeping strategy and accuracy analysis. 

The complete system comprises: 

- reflector assembly mounted on an elevation-over- 

azimuth pedestal, supported by a concrete tower 

and foundation; 

antenna control system; 



- tracking receiver, telemetry down-converter, and 

transmitter; 

- RF up and downlink equipment; 

- recording, monitoring and display equipment; 

- computers and associated equipment fdr control of 

the GCE, data handling and display, interfacing 

with the data storage and processing computers; 

- TT&C control facility; 

- GCE (all baseband equipment necessary to control 

or collect data from the satellite). 

SCC Facilities 

In the Telesat system, the SCC is geographically separated from 

the TT&C facility. The SCC is, however, the centre from which 

all satellite operations are initiated and monitored. The 

operations area is manned 24 hours a day and contains the 

control consoles, status display boards and the central command 

teletype. This equipment enables personnel to monitor the 

physical health of the satellites in day-to-day operation and 

to remotely command the on-board satellite systems to keep them 

operating within their designated parameters. 

The Computer Centre is responsible for handling all displays, 

routing satellite commands and in-coming telemetry data, and 

real-time data storage and retrieval. The mission software 

system is kept on minicomputers located here. 



The mission analysts, responsible for solving mission dynamics 

problems, are located in the Analysis Centre. The room 
contains data displays and interactive computer terminals. 

Satellite maneuver messages originate here and are forwarded to 

the operations area for implementation. 

EHTSFacilities 

For Telesat's missions, the TT&C antenna, RF equipment and 

station operational staff are made available as required to 

prepare for and perform its mission. Operation of the EHTS 

during the mission will be similar to the Allan Park Station, 

with remote control at the SCC. The basic control set-up 

includes one compeer at the station to control the GCE and 

data acquisition and an interface computer in the SÇÇ to ----- 
provide control and display ability, as well as to route data 

to the data processing system. 

M-SAT Considerations 

In order to determine a realistic configuration for the TT&C 

and SCC concept, the following information must be addressed: 

o Frequency Band of Operation 

The choice of frequency for T&C operations will 

determine the transfer orbit support requirements, 

requirement for a backup site, as well as a 

requirement for a geographical separation. In 

eu-leend, two TT&C  sites, separated by distances of 

100 km  are desirable to avoid commanding problems 

resulting from local fading conditions. 



o Collocation of SCC and TT&C Operations 

Most satellite communications companies collocate 

 SCC and TT&C facilities. Exceptions to this are 
Telesat and INTELSAT. This may be desirable for 
security considerations, since provision can be 
made for operating the satellite from_two 

location. 

o Associate Facilities 

The cost and complexity of the_TT&C Station will 

be significantly increased if it is desired to add 

extensive communications test and monitor 
facilities or automatic station configuration 

' control. 

o Multiple TT&C Facilities 

For reliability, as well as geographical 

separation, two_TT&C facilities may be required. 

One possible configuration for the demonstration M-SAT system 

is as follows: 

o Establish one TT&C antenna system for tracking in 

the frequency band of interest. 

o Establish a fixed mount or limited motion antenna 

for communications. For reliability and 

diversity,  installa system which allows joint use 

T&C and communications operations. 

o Locate the SCC at the T&C tracking station. 



Military security and reliability considerations can be 
addressed separately. Adding a second SCC/TT&C operational 

station would not guarantee security because if one can be 

disabled easily, so can the second. An improved security 

• approach would be to establish a trapsportable TT&C terminal, 
as is being done by the U.S. Air Force to support their 

satellite programs. 



7.0 STAFFING AND OPERATING DOCUMENTATION 

PRE-OPERATIONAL PHASE 

It is necessary to assemble a ession team at least six months 

prior to launch for training, system checkout and rehearsals. 

This team functions as an entity until the key activities of 

the drift orbit have been completed. Several positions must be 

staffed on a 24-hour per day basis for rehearsals, transfer and 

drift orbit periods. A typical mission team organization 

(Table 7.1) is shown with some details of key qualifications 

needed (Table 7.2). This structure assumes that, for the 

1,aunçh mission, the SCC_and the tracking stations are separate 

entities. 

Based on Telesat's experience gained in four successful launch 
missions and in preparations being completed for several more, 

the scope and style of mission and station procedures have been 

identified and examples have been included in the report. 

OPERATIONAL PHASE 

Required telemetry data and satellite status displays are 

computer interfaced in order to alarm out-of-limit conditions 

and to ensure configuration awareness. Examples are included 

in the report. 

Two sets of procedures will be required to support the 

operational phase of M-SAT. One set will be used primarily by 

the satellite controllers for guidance in operation of the 

satellite and data collection. The other set will guide the 
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TABLE 7.1 LAMNCH MISSION TEAM ORGANIZATION 

1- 1 

POSITION QUALIFICATIONS TOTAL REQUIRED 

Mission Director Director level - Satellite experience I 

Launch Director Senior Manager. Launch experience 1 

Admin/Logistics Senior Administrator 1 

Mission Conductor Senior Supervisor - Programmer/Mathematician 1 

Satellite Coeoller Senior Supervisor - Mission experience 3 

Satellite Engineer Electrical Engineer - Spacecraft experience 5 

Systems Software. Computer Programmer 5 

Systems Hardware Electronics Technologist 3 

Systems Hardware Computer Operator 3 

Coordinator Electrical Engineer - Mission experience 2 

Mission Analyst Programmer/Mathematician .4 

Clerical Courier Secretarial or Clerical - Mission experience 3 

All other Electronic Tecnnologist 18 

TOTAL 50 

TABLE 7.2 STAFFING QUALIFICATIONS (LAUNCH MISSION) 



TT&C technokeists in the ooeretism_ând_maintenance of the TT&C 
facilities. Also required is a reference document which _  
describes how the satellite_operates. Examples of typical _ 
documents and the scope of an appropriate reference manual are - — 
included in the report. 

A personnel organization chart and appropriate qualifications 

are shown attached as Tables 7.3 and 7.4. This organization 

pertains to a collocated TT&C and SCC facility. The _— 
qualifications of the satellite controllers include satellite 

operating experience, which can be met with an intensive 

training period of several months at an active_Batellite 
control facility. With military participation, staffing 

requirements should not change, but personnel qualifications 

would have to include the necessary security clearance and 

operating methods would be influenced. 
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TABLE 7 . 3 OPERATIONAL TEAM ORGANIZATION 

POSITION QUALIFICATIONS TOTAL REQUIRED 

Manager Senior Manager - Sat  Ope  experience 1 
Supervisor Electronic background - Sat  Ope experiende 3 

Stationkeeping Analyst Programmer/Mathematician 3 

Technical Writer Electronic background - Sat  Ope  experience 1 

Senior Technician Electronic Technologist - Sat Ops experience 4 

Senior Controller Electronic Technologist - Sat  Ope  experience . 3 

Technician Electronic Technician - Sat  Ope  experience 4 

Controller Electronic Technician - Sat  OPE  experience 2 

Computer Operator Computer Operator 2 

Technical Assistant Clerical with technical aptitude 1 

TOTAL 24 

NOTE: 

Engineering-level backup is required for solving satellite and ground control equipment 
problems and for computer software. 

TABLE 7 . 4 STAFFING QUALIFICATIONS (OPERATIONAL) 



8.0 SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY EVALUATION 

INTRODUCTION 

The M-SAT system reliability and availability prediction is 

based on Telesat's operational experience, detailed evaluations 

of similar space and ground stations programs and extensive 

analyses of screening, life test and operational data from 

various systems, as applicable. This evaluation deals 

exclusively with the Canadian demonstration satellite and 

associated earth stations. 

The advanced prediction techniques used in this evaluation are 

currently being used by Telesat for accurate  planning of future 

services and cost-effective maintenance of present services. 

OVERALL SYSTEM 

Two possible scenarios are considered: 

o one-satellite system with no backup in space in 

case of catastrophic failure; 

o two-satellite system with an operational satellite 

(all-commercial or all-military) available as 

prime or backup four years later. 

Table 8.1 shows the predicted availability over the entire 

mission of each of the commercial and military services. It 

can be seen that a longer life, with higher service 

availability can be achieved with the two-satellite system. 

The availability of each of the individual links at satellite 

end-of-life is greater than 55%, except for intersatellite 

links, which require the simultaneous use of two satellites 

(36%). 

- 31 - 
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TABLE 8.1 COMMERCIAL AND MILITARY 
AVAILABILITY AND LIFE 

SERVICES/ il 

'1 

TYPE OF MISSION AVAILABILITY MINIMUM AVAILABILITY 

SERVICE LIFE* AT OVER OVER 

(years) MISSION END 8 YEARS 10 YEARS 

, 

Commercial: 

One satellite 8 55% 55% 

Two satellites 12 51% 80% 

Military: 

One satellite 7 54% 46% 

Two satellites 10 72% 72% 

*Life having a probability of success greater than 0.50. 

SPACE SEGMENT 

An eight-year mission life, where full performance is required, 

is feasible with either the L-SAT or the SATCOM spacecraft 

bus. A ten-year design life, where an acceptable degree of 

degradation is expected, is also feasible, subject 

mechanisms and fuel limitations. 

to wear-out 

From available data, a comparison between the two above-

mentioned buses indicates a lower reliability for the L-SAT, 

relative to the SATCOM, but shows little effect on the overall 

spacecraft reliability, which is controlled by the payloads. 
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Figure 8.1 shows the realistic reliability objectives, which 

could be used in the specification of the spacecraft subsystems 

in the procurement phase. 
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FIGURE 8.1 SPACECRAFT EIGHT-YEAR RELIABILITY OBJECTIVES 

Some design improvements, particularly in the payload sections, 

are identified and can be considered to improve the reliability 

and to reduce the probability and impact of potentially 

catastrophic failures. Such improvements include shared TWTA 

protection, additional unit cross-strapping in selected areas, 

and additional redundancy. 

GROUND SEGMENT 

Availabilities of the order of 99.70% and 99.90% for the 

Central Control Station (CCS) and a Gateway Earth Station (GES) 

are estimated, based on a conservative mean-time-to-repair of 
, 

12-hours.  

, - 1 
L.,  
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i 
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A mean-time-to-repair of less than 4 hours is required for the _ 
availability of the CCS to be better than 99.90%. Provision of 
a fully redundant TT&C facility (including RF) will improve the 
CCS availability to better than 99.99%. 

Figure 8.2 indicates the percentage contribution to outages 

from each of the major subsystems of the CCS and the GES. The 
anti-jamming klystron which contributes more than 50% to the _— 
CCS outage time should be protected with a standby, if its 

function is considered necessary for the normal operation of 

the station. 

An adequate maintenance philosophy is essential in order to 

achieve the desired availability. An approach to spares 

provisioning, based on the unit failure rates, repair turn 

around times and population, is recommended. A 7QA_confidence 
level in having enough spares has proved both adequate and 
cost-effective. 

FIGURE 8.2 CCS & GES SUBSYSTEM OUTAGE CONTRIBUTION 
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SUMMARY 

The availability of commercial and military services to be 

proposed by the demonstration satellite has been evaluated. 

Reliability objectives and areas of potential improvement have 

been identified for the spacecraft and its subsystems. 

The availability of the ground stations with different 

maintenance philosophies and various alternative configurations 

has been evaluated and a cost-effective sparing philosophy 

proposed. 

The present evaluation is preliminary, due to the limited 

knowledge of subsystem details. Detailed investigations and 

various possible tradeoffs could be performed to achieve 

improved effectiveness and higher confidence in meeting the 

system availability objectives. 



Computer System: Hardware 

Software 5.8M 

1.6M 

9.0 COST SUMMARY 

The estimated costs for the following ground segment elements 

of the proposed M-SAT demonstration satellite are order of 

magnitude predictions in 1982 Canadian funds, with no inflation 

considerations. 

Spacecraft Integration and Monitoring 

(Manpower, T&L, Freight): Ariane 0.2M 

STS 0.4M 

RF Test Facility 1.0M 

TT&C Facility: Antenna 15.0M 

Support Building 1.0M 

Addition of T&C to 

Comms antenna 1.0M 

Mobile TT&C 6.0M 

GCE 1.0M 

24.0M 

EHTS Facility 

(If Mobile TT&C not used): Engineering Support 0.7M 

Hardware 1.6M 

Installation, Freight 0.8M 

3.1M 

7.4M• 
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